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The Discovery Country Suites and Restaurant Verbena

Perched on a ridge overlooking the world-renowned Taal Volcano, the Discovery Country Suites
is a charming seven-suite Bed and Breakfast in cool and breezy Tagaytay, just a short drive away from
Manila. The cozy manor home is a haven for the majestic view of Taal Lake and breathtaking
sunsets, while colorful parks, rustic farms, and quaint coffee shops are just moments away.
With its double-glazed windows designed by an acoustic engineer, Discovery Country Suites
provides guests a serene ambiance. Its uniquely themed suites – Oxford, Nantucket, Nara, Saint-Tropez,
Andalucia, Siam, and Ceylon are aptly designed with furniture accent pieces, beddings, and linens that
depict the cities where the rooms are named after. Each room is spacious, especially Oxford. This
Victorian-style master suite includes a large bedroom and bathroom plus a separate sitting area. The
rooms project a particular character with designs that work to cultivate a warm, cozy atmosphere. There’s
Andalucia, the Spanish-themed suite, Saint-Tropez suite which is French-Tuscan inspired, Siam is ThaiMalay enthused, while Nara evokes a Japanese feel. The Sri Lankan inspired suite is called Ceylon and the
airy American suite, Nantucket. A stay in Discovery Country Suites comes with exquisite wine and cheese
at sundown, and delectable milk and cookies at bedtime.
Complementing its charm is Restaurant Verbena, Discovery Country Suites’ multi-awarded
gourmet gem. The culinary destination pairs the rich, stimulating flavors of contemporary cuisine with the
heartwarming ingredients of farm-fresh country food. It features a medley of local and western comfort
dishes complemented by an extensive wine list. The signature Verbena Country Breakfast is the highlight

of every stay at Discovery Country Suites. Restaurant Verbena has a private dining area for intimate
gatherings of eight guests, while the 50-seater outlet is ideal for lively social events.
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